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English 1001 G - 011: Composition 
Dr. Christopher Hanlon 
E-mail: chanlon@eiu.edu 
Office Hours: Tu, Th / 11-12, 2-4 
Required Materials: 
Texts: Donna Dunbar-Odom, Working With Ideas 
Diana Hacker, ed. A Writer's Reference, 4th ed. 
I 66 / C::,-0 U 
Fall 2001 
Office: Coleman Hall 3820 
Office Phone: 581-6302 
Home Phone: 348-6144 
X. J. Kennedy, Dorothy M. Kennedy, and Jane E. Aaron, eds. The Bedford Reader, 7th ed. 
A reliable dictionary (Webster's, American Heritage, or Random House are good choices) 
Other: An e-mail address; the ability to send and receive Microsoft Word™ attachments 
Two 3.5 inch floppy disks on which to preserve your writing (one is for backup) 
A folder to hand in drafts and final copies 
Course Goals & Rationale: 
English 1001 G is based on a few simple and fundamental principles. One of these principles recognizes 
that everyone in this class is already a writer, and that we all have experiences and insights that are worth 
writing about. Another is that writers learn and improve their skills by writing: by writing to pursue our 
interests, by experimenting with new rhetorical strategies, by having a receptive audience, by receiving 
helpful commentary from others, and by reflecting upon our own work, we hone new skills and discover 
new ways of thinking. 
In accordance with these principles, class sessions will be run as workshops rather than as lectures. It is 
therefore essential that you attend class consistently. In class, I will ask you to write - often 
experimenting with your own writing; sharing your writing in pairs, small groups, or possibly with the entire 
class; and giving your responses to other people's writing. 
The course is designed in order to help you develop your writing abilities, and especially to hone the skills 
and techniques that will help you to succeed with university-level writing assignments. Particularly, the 
course seeks to improve your ability: 
• to address your writing to groups of intelligent adult readers with whom you are not personally 
acquainted, and thus to view every writing project as a potential publication project. 
• to write for various audiences and purposes - for example, to explore a complex topic, to 
communicate your ideas with others (fellow students, fellow citizens), and to create 
particular effects (effects of persuasion, of tone, etc.). 
• to develop and extend your own thinking by questioning your own views and considering the 
views of others - and thus the ability to write essays that move through an extended 
train of thinking rather than simply defend a static position. 
• to use various kinds of thinking and discourse - for example, narrating, explaining, analyzing, 
defining, interpreting, arguing - and using evidence or examples. 
• to draw upon various sources of thought and information: your own experience and 
observations, conversations with others, and reading published texts. 
• to revise your writing in substantive ways by means of re-thinking and re-seeing, and also by 
means of experimenting with various formal and structural possibilities. 
• to learn how to copy-edit your own drafts successfully. 
• to be a perspicacious reader of your own and other people's writing, and to offer constructive, 
engaged commentary. 
• to understand and manage your own writing process. 
Course Requirements: 
ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS 
In addition to regular attendance, active participation, the completion of frequent in-class writing 
assignments, and keeping up with your journal, the bulk of your grade in this course rests upon four major 
essay assignments. Each of these essays will in turn emerge out of a process of development, revision, 
editing, and proofing, a process we will break into four formal "draftsn or stages. With the exception of the 
exploratory draft, all drafts must be typed or word-processed, double-spaced, printed in twelve-point font, 
and formatted with one-inch margins. 
1. The Exploratory Draft: The initial stage of each essay project will allow you to begin thinking -
in as unrestricted a way as possible - about your essay assignment. Here, your primary aim 
is to write down all the ideas, information, and possibilities that come to mind as you begin to 
approach the assignment. Exploratory drafts are usually much shorter and much less formal 
than final copies of essays, and sometimes, they do not look very much like "essaysn at all. A 
typical exploratory draft, for instance, might take the form of a list of ideas or impressions, it 
may resemble a private journal entry, or it may combine abbreviated ideas or outlines with 
more systematic, prose-driven paragraphs. Usually, we will begin these exploratory drafts in 
class, and quite often, you will not be asked to show them to anyone else. They are a place 
for you to explore, to make false starts, to ask "dumb questions," and so on ... they are, in 
other words, often the most intriguing and challenging part of the writing process. 
2. The Mid-Process Draft: Since your first draft was an exploratory attempt to work out as much 
initial thinking as possible, the mid-process draft allows you to work on organizing, adding 
and cutting sections, formulating sentences out of prior notations, and other kinds of 
rewriting. Here, you'll be trying to think about your audience, focus your purpose, clarify your 
thinking, and convey a particular point of view and tone of voice. But even a mid-process 
revision can benefit from remaining a bit unsettled - from having a bit too much in it, for 
instance - so that when you take on your next revision, you will still have some apparent 
choice of direction or emphasis. 
Mid-process drafts should look like essays - that is, they should consist of paragraphs that 
consist of full sentences, and that are linked in some logical way to other paragraphs. The 
mid-process draft should address some particular focus, though this focus may well shift over 
the course of successive drafts. But the mid-process draft is still within the realm of 
experimentation: while your thinking about your topic will have progressed far beyond that of 
your exploratory draft, this is still a place for you to hazard possibilities, though in a way that 
is more formal and more developed than in your exploratory draft. 
3. The Concluding Revision Draft: This stage of our writing process allows you a chance to 
make substantive revisions after thinking over the responses your classmates and I provide. 
Normally, this is the last draft during which you will be able to work on crafting the structure, 
wording, style, and voice of your essay. Additionally, your concluding revision draft gives you 
a chance to make major revisions on the structure and organization of your piece. 
4. The Publication Copy: If you have done a conscientious job with your Concluding Revision 
Draft, your only remaining task is to copy-edit your essay - to remove all remaining mistakes 
in spelling, grammar, or punctuation. While it is fine to get help at this stage (from a grammar 
book, a dictionary, or a learned friend}, one of our goals this semester is to help you learn to 
do your own copy-editing. There is a simple reason for this goal: If one does not understand 
the grammatical mechanics of sentences, one cannot claim to be a strong writer. 
This means that as you exchange drafts with one another, and as you are alerted to 
grammatical errors in your sentences, you simply must take the time not only to correct but 
also to understand the errors themselves. If a friend tells you (correctly) to change a comma 
to a semi-colon, and you follow these instructions on mere faith, you have effectively learned 
nothing worthwhile - in such a case, you must still live with uncertainty about the use of 
commas, semi-colons, or (probably) both. If, however, you take it upon yourself to spend an 
hour learning about semicolons by reading from a grammar book (or you come to me during 
my office hours to ask "How do I use semi-colons?" or even "Why is this sentence wrong?"}, 
you will wind up a better and more confident writer. I am always happy to help you with 
problems such as this. 
In any case, you must take whatever steps are necessary for successful copy-editing at this 
stage, since errors in punctuation, syntax, or spelling will not be acceptable. 
All of these drafts should be submitted in a folder on the due dates for "Publication Copy" designated in 
the course schedule (11 September, 27 September, 30 October, 6 December). But since much of our 
work this semester will involve sharing and commenting on each other's work-in-progress, and since I will 
often collect and comment on mid-process, exploratory, or concluding revision drafts, you must also 
complete these by the dates indicated. 
Publication Copies will receive two grades, one reflective of "Content" (that is, your ability to work with 
interesting, persuasive, or complex ideas using the techniques we will examine and develop together in 
class) and the other reflective of "Mechanics" (that is, your ability to employ well-developed sentences 
and paragraphs in a grammatically correct and stylistically sophisticated way). The average of these two 
grades will determine your grade on the paper. For instance, a paper that gets a B on "Content" and a D 
on "Mechanics" would receive a grade of C. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
Twice this semester, we will schedule times to meet individually in my office in order to discuss your 
writing. You are welcome and encouraged to schedule additional conferences with me to discuss any 
ideas, problems, or concerns related to the course, but these two conferences are required, and missing 
one will be equivalent to two regular absences. 
Much of our class time will be spent writing, and this writing will often be collected and graded. In such 
cases, your grade will be either a../,../+, or../-, and will be reflective of your ability to accomplish the stated 
goal of the assignment. Missed in-class assignments cannot be made up. 
You are also required to keep a journal this semester. You may use your journal to write about anything 
you want, and you are only required to adhere to two guidelines in order to get full credit for the "Journal" 
segment of your final grade. First: you must use the journal to generate new, original prose (copying 
material you've written earlier or for other classes is not acceptable). Second: you must generate at least 
five pages (approximately 8.5 x 11 inches) a week. Journals will be collected at unannounced intervals, 
pages will be counted, content will be skimmed, and they will then be returned. The journal itself must be 
hand-written and bound in some permanent way by the manufacturer: loose-leaf binders will not be 
acceptable, though spiral binders are. If you wish, you may mark certain entries in your journal as 
"PRIVATE," in which case I promise not to read the entry. 
The formula I will use to determine final grades will look like this: 
Essay #1 ....................................... 15o/o 
Essay #2 ....................................... 15°/o 
Essay #3 ....................................... 20% 
Essay #4 ....................................... 200/o 
In-Class Writing .............................. 10% 
Journal .......................................... 10% 
Participation ................................... 10% 
Course Policies: 
Please note the English Department's statement on plagiarism (that is, the intentional or unintentional use 
of another writer's intellectual property without proper acknowledgment): 
Any teacher who discovers an act of plagiarism - "The appropriation or imitation of the language, 
ideas, and/or thoughts of another author, and representation of them as one's own original work" 
(Random House Dictionary of the English Language) - has the right and the responsibility to 
impose upon the guilty student an appropriate penalty, up to and including immediate · 
assignments, of a grade of F for the assigned essay and a grade of F for the course, and to report 
the incident to the Judicial Affairs Office. 
While it is unpleasant to raise this issue before a group of people who have as yet given me no cause to 
do so, please understand that I stand prepared to execute this policy. Also, please make a point of noting 
the following: I will not tolerate any form of academic dishonesty in this course. If I come to suspect 
misconduct of any kind, I will become dogged about rooting it out, and if my suspicions are confirmed, I 
will dispense appropriate penalties. That said, let's not allow this to become an issue for any members of 
our class. 
Students are allowed to miss two class meetings without excuse. After this, every additional unexcused 
absence incurs a deduction of one-half letter grade from the student's final grade. In the case of an 
excused absence (as defined by University policy), students must make their excuse in writing, 
accompanied by the appropriate written documentation, and submit the excuse to me no later than the 
first class following the absence(s). In no case will a student be allowed to miss more than five class 
meetings for any reason, excused or unexcused. 
Papers and drafts are due on the dates indicated in the course schedule included at the end of this 
syllabus. I am sometimes willing to grant extensions if (1) students provide a persuasive reason for me to 
do so, and (2) the request is submitted at least two class meetings in advance of the paper's due date. 
Course Schedule: 
(may be altered as semester continues) 
WEEK 1 Tuesday, 21 August Thursday, 23 August 
Class meets in • Introductions • In-class assignment 
Coleman3140 • Course Outline • Exploratory draft #1 
• Diagnostic Writing Assignment 
WEEK2 Tuesday, 28 August Thursday, 30 August 
Class meets in • Mid-process draft #1 due, • Bring copy of Mid-process draft 
Coleman 3210 beginning of class • Dunbar-Odom, pp. 3-10 
• Dunbar-Odom, pp. 11-24 • Kennedy,pp.39-54 
• Discussion and handout: 
Revision vs. Proofreading 
WEEK3 Tuesday, 4 September Thursday, 6 September 
Coleman 3140 * Bring marked copy of Mid- • Concluding Revision draft #1 due, 
process draft from 8130 beginning of class 
• In-class assignment to be announced 
WEEK4 Tuesday, 11 September Thursday, 13 September 
Coleman 3210 • PUBLICATION COPY OF ESSAY #1 • Kennedy,pp.453-67 
DUE, beginning of class • Op. ed. handouts from 9/11 
. In-class: Exploratory draft #2. 
. Op. ed. Handouts (read for next meeting) 
WEEKS Tuesday, 18 September Thursday, 20 September 
Coleman 3140 • Mid-process draft #2 due, beginning • Kennedy, pp. 468-80 
of class • In-class assignment TBA 
• Peer review of Mid-process #2. 
WEEKS Tuesday, 25 September Thursday, 27 September 
Coleman 321 O • Concluding revision draft #2. due, • PUBLICATION COPY #2 DUE, 
beginning of class beginning of class 
• In-class assignment TBA • Mid-semester evaluations 
WEEK7 Tuesday, 2 October Thursday, 4 October 


















Tuesday, 9 October 
• Discussion of handout: 
Writing about texts 
Tuesday, 16 October 
• Continue discussion of Ruggiero 
&Sewell 
• In-class writing: Exploratory draft #3 
Tuesday, 23 October 
• In-class assignment TBA 
Tuesday, 30 October 
• PUBLICATION COPY #3 DUE, 
5 pm at my office 
• No class meeting 
Tuesday, 6 November 
• Conferences 
Tuesday, 13 November 
• Mid-process draft #4 due, 
beginning of class 
Thursday, 11 October 
• Discussion of sample texts: 
Vincent Ruggiero, Gilbert Sewell 
Thursday, 18 October 
• Mid-process draft #3 due, beginning 
of class 
• Peer review 
Thursday, 25 October 
• Concluding Revision draft due, 
beginning of class 
Thursday, 1 November 
• In-class assignment TBA 
• Dunbar-Odom, pp. 37-74 
Thursday, 8 November 
• Conferences 
Thursday, 15 November 
• In-class assignment TBA 
CLASSES CANCELLED FOR THANKSGIVING RECESS 
Tuesday, 27 November 
• In-class assignment TBA 
Tuesday, 4 December 
• In-class assignment TBA 
Thursday, 29 November 
• Concluding Revision draft #4 due, 
beginning of class 
Thursday, 6 December 
• PUBLICATION COPY #4 DUE, 
beginning of class 
• Discussion: Writing for examinations 
